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As we can see from the current situation of Chinese treasury bonds market, 
one of the most urgent issues to be solved is the low liquidity. Foreign countries’ 
experience has shown that treasury bonds market plays a core and fundamental 
role in a well-rounded financial markets system, high liquidity will of great help 
to exert the treasury bonds market’s financial role and accordingly improve the 
efficiency of the whole financial market. Therefore, liquidity not only relates to 
the development of the treasury bonds market itself but also deals with the 
safety and stabilization of the whole financial market. 
The author argues that liquidity is one of the essential factors to measure 
whether the treasury bonds market has been well-rounded, a low-liquidity 
treasury bonds market will to a big extent limits its own development. As the 
fundamental of the whole bonds market, we need to emphasize the financial 
roles of the treasury bonds market. Treasury bonds market must realize a 
transformation from a simple financing tool to important facilities of the whole 
securities market. Increasing the liquidity is just the basic premise of all these 
functions. Reviewing several reforms in Chinese treasury bonds market in 2004, 
such as establishing the issuance system, the introduction of special repos, 
optimizing the issuance and trading of certificate T-bonds, etc, are all 
implemented around the main objective of “improving the liquidity and 
amending the microstructure”.  
First of all, this article illustrates the significance of the liquidity to T-bonds 
market. Secondly, the author sorts the relative study in China and abroad and 
reviews the liquidity study in several main areas such as market microstructure, 
asset pricing and liquidity measurement. After comparing the empirical results 
and empirical methods in liquidity study, this article make a detailed 
multi-dimension empirical study for Chinese exchange T-bonds market, 
managing to find the deep factors blocking the improvement of the market 














T-bonds market and referring to the related study, the author advances several 
creative, applicable and maneuverable measures and suggestions in products 
design innovation. Trading system and the whole market lay out to help to 
improve the liquidity in Chinese treasury bonds market.  
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投资者对流动性较低的证券要求有较高的回报，如 Amihud 和 Mendelson







































（Chalmers 和 Kadlec，1998）、换手率（Datar,Naik 和 Radcliffe，1998）与
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